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DECLARATION OF PETER BIBRING

I, Peter Bibring, hereby declare:

1. I am an attorney of record licensed to practice before the courts of the State of

California. This declaration is submitted in support of the amicus brief filed by the American Civil

Liberties Union of Southern California (“ACLU/SC”) and Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF”)

in the above-captioned matter. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth below and if called

to testify, I could and would do so competently.

2. Attached as Exhibit A hereto are documents received by the ACLU/SC from the

Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department (“LASD”) in response to the ACLU/SC’s September 18, 2012

request for records, as described in paragraph 33 of the Petition.

3. Attached as Exhibit B hereto are documents received by EFF from LASD in

response to EFF’s August 30, 2012 request for records, as described in paragraphs 12, 13 and 15 of

the Petition.

4. Attached as Exhibit C hereto are selected documents received by the ACLU/SC

from the Los Angeles Police Department in response to the ACLU/SC’s request for records, as

described in paragraph 41 of the Petition. Out of the 31 documents received by the ACLU, 22

involve the logistics of acquiring ALPRs (requests for proposals, purchase orders, invoices,

shipping manifests, quarterly expenditure statements) or manufacturer’s user manuals — this

selection includes all documents other than those two categories. This selection includes the

following documents:

a. Email from Stephen Dolan re ALPR vehicle operating instructions (1 page)

b. Web page for PIPS Technology ALPR system (1 page)

c. Email from “TacTech” re ALPR vehicle operating instructions (apparently
identical to #1, above)

d. LAPD Major Crimes Division Standards and Procedures (related to
intelligence investigations generally, does not mention ALPRs) (37 Pages)

e. LAPD Manual Vol. 5, Records Retention Policies. (2 pages)

f. Los Angeles Municipal Code, Records Retention Sections (16 pages)
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September 5, 2012 

Ms. Lynch, 

AUTOMATED LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (ALPR) SYSTEM 

ALPR is a computer-based system that utilizes special cameras to capture a color image, as 
well as an infrared image, of the license plate of a passing vehicle. The infrared image is 
converted into a text file utilizing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology. The text 
file is automatically compared against an "informational data file" containing information on 
stolen or wanted vehicles, as well as vehicles associated with AMBER alerts, warrant subjects 
or other criteria. If a match is found, the user is notified of the vehicle "hit" by an audible alert 
and an associated notation on the user's computer screen. 

ALPR cameras can be mobile (mounted on vehicles) or on fixed positions such as freeway 
overpasses or traffic signals. ALPR systems mounted on vehicles have all the necessary 
equipment to scan plates, notify the user of a vehicle hit, and store the plate scan data for 
uploading into the ALPR server at a later time. ALPR fixed positions transmit plate scan data 
to the ALPR server as they are scanned and notify a central dispatch, such as a station desk, 
of any vehicle hit. 

ALPR cameras can photograph thousands of plates in a shift. All plate scan data collected 
from the ALPR cameras is transmitted to an ALPR server. The ALPR server resides within the 
Sheriff's Data Network (SON). In addition to software applications that are used to run the 
ALPR server, the ALPR server also houses the "informational data file" containing wanted, 
stolen, or vehicles of interest, as well as all the plate scans captured by the ALPR cameras. 

The informational data file is comprised of information from the Stolen Vehicle System (SVS), 
Felony Warrants System (FWS), Countywide Warrant System (CWS) , and user defined "hot 
lists". The Informational data file is updated throughout the day with different data sources 
being "refreshed" at different intervals. SVS/FWS data is refreshed from the state database six 
times per day, CWS data is refreshed from the warrant repository twice a day, and hot list data 
is refreshed upon input into the ALPR server. It is important that ALPR users take into account 
the amount of lag time between receiving an ALPR hit notification and the last updating of the 
informational data file within the mobile ALPR unit database. 

When possible, confirm that the mobile ALPR unit hit information is still valid, either through 
the Sheriff's Communication Center (SCC) or via your Mobile Digital Terminal (MDT) or Mobile 
Digital Computer (MDC), prior to taking police action. Confirmation can be deferred in rare 
circumstances (i.e. special investigative units) when compelling circumstances may exist that, 
if SCC is contacted, could jeopardize the investigation and/or officer safety. 
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Fixed ALPR cameras have a continuous connection to the ALPR server. They are capable of 
uploading plate scan data to the ALPR server within seconds of the scans occurring. ALPR 
scans can be compared against the informational data file immediately when the data sources 
are updated. 

Most mobile ALPR units do not have a "continuous" connection to the ALPR server. In order 
to facilitate the exchange of data, most stations and other designated facilities have installed 
wireless access points which will allow connectivity to the ALPR server via wireless 
transmission. Once in range of a wireless access point, mobile ALPR users can activate an 
onboard "sync button" which will upload plate scan information from the vehicle to the ALPR 
server and/or download the latest informational data file from the ALPR server to the 
vehicle. It is imperative that mobile ALPR users sync their mobile units at the beginning and 
end of their shift to ensure they have the latest informational data available. If the ALPR 
system is integrated with an MDC, it is possible for the user to update their data via the unit's 
cellular connection in the field. 

BOSS (Back Office System Server) 

The BOSS server is where all the stored ALPR data resides. Within the server are the 
"hotlists," which are deployed and used to compare the license plates that are scanned by the 
ALPR cameras. The "hotlists" are maintained by the ASAP (Advanced Surveillance and 
Protection) Unit and are set-up to refresh automatically. There are a few cases which specific 
hotlists have been set-up for certain units and they have to be updated manually (most of 
these lists are covert hotlists and the user is not notified of the "hit"). The primary use of the 
server is for storage of the license plate data captured. Currently, we maintain approx. (2) 
years' worth of license plate data from all of our LASD ALPR cameras. Detectives and other 
investigative resources can utilize the BOSS database in searches for full or partial license 
plate information. Additionally, we have set-up links to query other LA County police agencies 
approx. 26 at this time, and are in the process of setting up and expanded ability to search 
other county law enforcement agencies with ALPR such as San Bernardino County Sheriff and 
Riverside County Sheriff. 
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Department Policies and Guidelines 

There are no written guidelines as to how to use the data. The policy of how we use 
Department resources (data) is listed below. Keep in mind data is often used as a "lead" to 
glean further information on an active investigation that law enforcement handles. 

Access to plate scan information is restricted to approved personnel with assigned passwords. 
Access to this data is for law enforcement purposes only. Any other use of this data is strictly 
forbidden. Employees found using this data for anything other than law enforcement purposes 
will be subject to discipline under Manual of Policy and Procedures sections 3-07/210.00 
Permissible Use and 3-07/220.00 Prohibitions. 

3-07/200.00 SHERIFF'S DATA NETWORK (SON) 

The Sheriff's Data Network (SDN) central hub is at the Sheriff's Headquarters Building and is 
under the administration of Data Systems Bureau. 

The Sheriff's Data Network is a high speed network connecting all Sheriff's Department 
facilities and participating Los Angeles County municipal police departments. The SDN 
provides connectivity between desktop computers throughout the Department, as well as 
connection to other networks such as the Internet, LA Net, CLETS, and the Statewide 
Integrated Narcotics System. The SDN currently provides access to a wide range of 
applications, such as AJIS, LARCIS, CWS, CCHRS, RAPS, FMS, Cal Gangs (Formerly 
GREAT), CWTAPPS, JDIC and the Department's Intranet Server. For an up-to-date list of 
applications available on the Sheriff's Data Network, contact the Data Systems Bureau Help 
Desk. 

3-07/210.00 PERMISSIBLE USE 

The use of any Department computer resource is restricted to those activities related to 
Department business. Use of computers and electronic communications by employees is 
authorized in support of the law enforcement mission of the Department and the administrative 
functions that support that mission. Sheriff'S Department employees and other authorized 
users shall adhere to this policy as well as the guidelines set forth in the County Electronic 
Data Communications and Internet Policies. 

Employees are expected to abide by the standards of conduct delineated in other volumes, 
chapters and sections of the Department's Manual of Policy and Procedures as they may be 
applied to the use of electronic communications and use and release of information. 
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3-07/220.00 PROHIBITIONS 

Employees shall not add, alter, copy, damage, delete, move, modify, tamper with or otherwise 
use or affect any data or software, computer, computer system, or computer network in order 
to either: 

• Devise or exclude any scheme or artifice to defraud, deceive, destroy or extort, 
• Wrongfully control or obtain money, property, or data, 
• Disrupt or cause the disruption of computer or network services, or deny or cause the 

denial of computer or network services to an authorized user of a Department computer, 
computer system, or computer network, 

• Assist in providing access to unauthorized persons to any data, software, programs, 
computer system, or computer network. 

Unless specifically authorized by Data Systems Bureau, Department employees shall not 
install, connect to, move, change, modify, disconnect, or tamper with any data circuit, router, 
switch, hub, data jack, data cable, server, or other data communications equipment or software 
or assist any unauthorized person in gaining access to data circuits, routers, switches, hubs, 
data jacks, data cables, servers, or other data communications equipment or software. 

Employees shall not do any of the following without the required authorization: 

• Access or allow access to another to obtain, alter, or prevent access to stored electronic 
communications, 

• Use electronic communications to capture or open electronic communications of 
another, or access files without permission of the owner, 

• Damage hardware, software, or other communications equipment or interfere with 
functionality, 

• Attempt to breach any security measures on any electronic communications system, or 
attempt to intercept any electronic communication transmission, 

• Modify or delete any file, folder or system audit, security, or ownership records or time 
stamp with the intent to misrepresent true system audit records, 

• Access the files belonging to another for non-business purposes, 
• Use someone else's USERID, password or access another person's files, or retrieve 

stored communications without authorization, 
• Modify the hardware or software configuration on any computer, 
• Use electronic communications to transmit (upload) or receive (download): 

o Any communication violating any applicable laws, regulations, or policies, 
o Proprietary or confidential Department information, 
o Chain letters, 
o Material that would be offensive to a reasonable person. 

• Transmit any electronic message in violation of file size restrictions, 
• Use Department computer equipment or network to send or receive electronic 

communications for non-Department business, 
• Use computers, networks, or electronic communications to infringe on the copyright or 

other intellectual property rights of the County or third parties, 
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• Send or receive commercial software in violation of its license agreement, 
• Copy personal files, programs, or images into any Department computer without 

authorization from their unit commander, 
• Send anonymous messages or represent themselves as someone else, real or fictional, 

or send messages or images which are defamatory, fraudulent, threatening, harassing, 
sexual or contain derogatory racial or religious content, 

• Establish any hidden or misidentified links on any web page, 
• Send or forward messages which have been altered in order to deceive the receiver as 

to the original content, 
• Use Department computers, networks, software, or electronic communications for 

personal financial, commercial, political, or other personal use, 
• Use electronic communications to intimidate, embarrass, cause distress, or otherwise 

force unwanted attention upon others or to interfere with the ability of others to conduct 
Department business or create a hostile work environment, 

• Use electronic communications in competition with commercial services to individuals or 
organizations outside the Department, 

• Use electronic communications for the purposes of gambling, including but not limited 
to, lotteries, sports pools, and other personal wagering, 

• Give out employee personal information such as home address and/or telephone 
numbers. 

3-07/220.20 CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ADMONISHMENT 

• As an employee of the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department, you may have access 
to confidential criminal record and/or Department of Motor Vehicles record information 
which is controlled by statute. Misuse of such information may adversely affect the 
individual's civil rights and violates the law. Penal Code Section 502 prescribes the 
penalties relating to computer crimes. Penal Code Sections 11105 and 13300 identify 
who has access to criminal history information and under what circumstances it may be 
released. Penal Code Sections 11140 - 11144 and 1330 t - 13305 prescribe penalties 
for misuse of criminal history information. Government Code Section 6200 prescribes 
the felony penalties for misuse of public records and CLETS information. Penal Code 
Sections 11142 and 13303 state: 

• "Any person authorized by law to receive a record or information obtained from a 
record who knowingly furnishes the record or information to a person not 
authorized by law to receive the record or information is guilty of a 
misdemeanor." 

• California Vehicle Code Section 1808.45 prescribes the penalties relating to misuse of 
Department of Motor Vehicles record information. 

Any employee who is responsible for such misuse is subject to disciplinary action. Violations of 
this law may also result in criminal and/or civil actions. 
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3-07/250.00 LASD USER AUTHORIZATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF POLICIES AND 
GUIDELINES 

Employees will be responsible for reading and signing the Sheriff's Department "User 
Acknowledgment of Electronic Communications Policy" form before obtaining authorization to 
access the Sheriff's Data Network. The Department form requires a counter signature by the 
user's supervisor at the rank of sergeant or higher. An employee may request authorization to 
access the Sheriff's Data Network by submitting the request as described under the manual 
section entitled, Data Communications Management (section 3-07/230.00), and attaching the 
signed user acknowledgment form. 

User Acknowledgment of Electronic Communications Policy 

I understand that the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department requires each user, who has 
access to automated data communications, be responsible for adhering to its electronic 
communications policy sections as set forth in the Manual of Policy and Procedures, section 3-
07/200.10 through section 3-07/250.00 inclusive. I have received a copy of these sections of 
the Manual of Policy and Procedures. 

I understand that I must not have an expectation of privacy when using County electronic 
communications and acknowledge that my electronic communications may be monitored at 
any time by authorized employees. 

By Signing this form, I agree to abide by all policies, including state statutes relating to 
electronic communications and use of information, and understand that I will be held 
accountable for my actions, and that disciplinary actions may result from not abiding by these 
policies. I also agree to give authorized persons, including supervisors, auditors, and 
investigators access to my equipment, software, and files at reasonable times for the purposes 
of investigating compliance. 

User Name (PRINT) 
Date 

User Signature 

As a supervisor, by my signature, I acknowledge my responsibility to have provided the 
electronic communications policies, section 3-07/200.10 through section 3-07/250.00 inclusive, 
to the above user. I also acknowledge that I am responsible for ensuring that the above user, 
whom I supervise, has read and understands' this policy. 

Supervisor's Name (PRINT) 
Date 

Supervisor's Signature 

* Attached is our Field Operations Directive as to how we utilize ALPR in the field * 
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We do not have user manuals for members of the Department. We train personnel in groups 
utilizing the train the trainer methodology. Both interfaces of the ALPR system are intuitive and 
do not require extensive training. 

Retention is currently limited by the size of the data stored. As we expand the number of 
ALPR units, we additionally have to minimize the retention of the data we keep. Currently, we 
would prefer to retain data indefinitely but this will change if we cannot keep up with the 
increasing data storage requirements. There is no national or state mandate specifically for 
ALPR data retention (in California) and we have looked at similar standards, such as video, 
which is currently (2) years. 

Sergeant John Gaw 
LASD I Technical Services Division 
Communications and Fleet Management Bureau (CFMB) 
Advanced Surveillance and Protection Unit (ASAP) 
12440 East Imperial Highway, #130 
Norwalk, CA 90650 
(562) 345-4476 I Office 
jlgaw@lasd.org 
asap@lasd.org 
http://intranet.lasd.sheriff.sdn/intranetlannouncements/ASAP/ASAP.shtml 
www.comptonasap.com 
http://www.lasd.org/sites/ASAP/index.html 
http://www.youtube.com/user/LACountySheriff 

LM AI'lltitJ UJm1l' ''${ 
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Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department

Automatic License Plate Recognition-ALPR
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Deployed on radio cars

or at fixed locations
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3 camera assemblies located on 
radio light bar

Each camera assembly contains a 
color camera and an infrared 

camera
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The original concept of License Plate Recognition was The original concept of License Plate Recognition was 
to identify stolen vehicles. Since it’s deployment, 
additional applications have been implemented and 

continue to develop,
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-ALPR has the “ability” to read more than 14,000 license 
plates during the course of a shift (does not read black or 
blue),

-can read a license plate, coming in the opposite 
direction, at over 160mph (closing speed)

Benefits of ALPR/BOSS

-provides an overview photograph of the vehicle and its 
license plate,

-imbeds a “stamp” of the date, time, GPS coordinates, 
and other data,

-can also obtain the license plate in difficult conditions. 
For example, poor lighting conditions, or when the vehicle 
is approaching and it’s headlights make it difficult to read.
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Here’s an example;
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- locate wanted/stolen vehicles,

- identify vehicles with L.A. County misdemeanor warrants of 
$26,000 or greater, all felony warrants, and no bail warrants,

- locate vehicles identified by the Amber alert system,

- locate vehicles which are frequently sold or not registered,

-assist in traffic enforcement by identifying drivers with 

Applications for ALPR

-assist in traffic enforcement by identifying drivers with 
outstanding DUI’s, suspended license warrants. which frequently 
result in higher hit and runs collisions, 

- monitor “party calls” where assaults and homicides sometimes 
occur, providing critical investigative information,

-monitor locations of suspected narcotic or gang activity,

- monitor motels where criminals may attempt to hide and 
evade law enforcement, or large parking lots,
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-provide data for department investigators to search areas 
impacted by rising crime rate such as residential burglaries, vehicle 
burglaries and thefts, 

-provide data where station desk personnel can access license plate 
information related to, “just occurred” calls. That information can 
be provided to responding units where detailed vehicle information 
can be updated from photographs in the BOSS system, extremely 
useful to Sheriff department Areo units, possible direction of travel 
or destinations can be provided, follow vehicles may be identified,or destinations can be provided, follow vehicles may be identified,

- additional victims and witnesses may be identified. Investigators 
have deployed ALPR in locations where a crime has occurred, 
identified motorists who commute in that area during that time 
period,

- it may also be useful in clearing someone of an allegation and 
help determine the truthfulness of a suspect or witness,
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Brief overview of an ALPR car

Deputies will download the updated wanted/stolen 
information via a wireless connection at their station,
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During or at the end of their shift, they can upload 
their scans/reads to the BOSS server which will now be 
available to department investigators,
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Important considerations regarding access to the data;

The Department of Justice (DOJ) provides updated lists of 
stolen/wanted vehicles 3 times a day,

2:45 AM 10:45 AM 6:45 PM

Warrant information is updated 2 times a day,Warrant information is updated 2 times a day,

Scans or reads are stored in the processor located in the trunk, 
until the deputy uploads the data at the station to the server,

Patrol deputies have the ability to manually enter license plates 
into their ALPR system, (i.e a 215 P.C. just occurred),
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How to access the BOSS system
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Log in screen
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187

187
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Search screen
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All lasd vehicles/sights
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Searching a license plate,

1ABC123
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Searching a partial license plate,

1ABC*

1ABC* 1AB_123
*C123 1A_C1_3
*ABC* *ABC__3
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Searching by an LASD/ALPR vehicle

SD7002
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Searching an address or area

12440 E. Imperial Hwy, Norwalk

5.0
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Searching by date(s)
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and times,
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CAS

Search by station

Search beyond 45 days
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Date and time
Vehicle photo

Both license plates
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You MUST compare these plates.  All hits must be confirmed.

If they do not match, it did not check the data base correctly, but the 
scanned plate may still be identifiable.
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GPS map
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Satellite view
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Deputies in the cars can enter license plates they wish to search 
for. An example might be a 215 P.C. just occurred.

An investigator can also request the field deputy to enter a plate 
that they are trying to locate. 

The advantage to a manual entry is that the car’s ALPR system is 
updated immediately and you do not have to wait for the deputy 
to update at the station through the wireless connection. 

Once the field deputy conducts the wireless update, the manual 
entry is deleted from the radio car and entered into BOSS. It does 
not update the other vehicles that the vehicle is wanted.

A manual entry in BOSS may look like a scan, but it is not. The 
difference is that there is no photograph of the scan, the 
“confidence” number is “100”, and the location will be the GPS 
where the entry was made, (i.e. a Sheriff’s station).
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A Century deputy manually entered a 
stolen vehicle they were looking for,
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“Confidence” level is “100”No vehicle photo
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The following stat codes are available for ASAP/ALPR;

835-ASAP/ALPR-Mobile

836-ASAP/ALPR-Fixed

837-ASAP-CCTV

838-Gunshot detection838-Gunshot detection

839-ASAP-misc

These stat codes may not be listed in your books. 
Please include them where possible. Also, any success 
stories involving ALPR/BOSS can be forwarded to the 
asapteam@lasd.org.
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Email at:ASAPTEAM@LASD.ORG

562) 345-4390
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Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department 

FIELD OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE 

Field Operations Support Services, (323) 526-5760 

FIELD OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE: 09-04 DATE: 

ISSUED FOR: OFFICE OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
FIELD OPERATIONS REGIONS 
DETECTIVE DIVISION 
TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION 

August 17, 2009 

AUTOMATED LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (ALPR) SYSTEM 

Purpose 

The purpose of this directive is to establish procedural guidelines and responsibilities of 
personnel and units utilizing the Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) system. 
As with any technical system, adherence to standards and procedures is a key element 
to the success of the system. 

Background 

ALPR is a computer-based system that utilizes special cameras to capture a color 
image, as well as an infrared image, of the license plate of a passing vehicle. The 
infrared image is converted into a text file utilizing Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
technology. The text file is automatically compared against an "informational data file" 
containing information on stolen or wanted vehicles as well as vehicles associated with 
AMBER alerts, warrant subjects or other criteria. If a match is found, the user is notified 
of the vehicle "hit" by an audible alert and an associated notation on the user's 
computer screen. 

ALPR cameras can be mobile (mounted on vehicles) or on fixed positions such as 
freeway overpasses or traffic signals. ALPR systems mounted on vehicles have all the 
necessary equipment to scan plates, notify the user of a vehicle hit, and store the plate 
scan data for uploading into the ALPR server at a later time. ALPR fixed positions 
transmit plate scan data to the ALPR server as they are scanned and notify a central 
dispatch, such as a station desk, of any vehicle hit. 

ALPR cameras can photograph thousands of plates in a shift. All plate scan data 
collected from the ALPR cameras is transmitted to an ALPR server. The ALPR server 
resides within the Sheriffs Data Network (SDN). In addition to software applications 
that are used to run the ALPR server, the ALPR server also houses the "informational 
data file" containing wanted, stolen, or vehicles of interest, as well as all the plate scans 
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AUTOMATED LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (ALPR) SYSTEM FOD: 09-04 

captured by the ALPR cameras. 

The informational data file is comprised of information from the Stolen Vehicle System 
(SVS), Felony Warrants System (FWS), Countywide Warrant System (CWS), and user 
defined "hot lists." The Informational data file is updated throughout the day with 
different data sources being "refreshed" at different intervals. SVS/FWS data is 
refreshed from the state database three times per day, CWS data is refreshed from the 
warrant repository twice a day, and hot list data is refreshed upon input into the ALPR 
server. It is important that ALPR users take into account the amount of lag time 
between receiving an ALPR hit notification and the last updating of the informational 
data file within the mobile ALPR unit database. 

When possible, confirm that the mobile ALPR unit hit information is still valid, either 
through the Sheriffs Communication Center (SCC) or via your Mobile Digital Terminal 
(MDT) prior to taking police action. Confirmation can be deferred in rare circumstances 
(i.e. special investigative units) when compelling circumstances may exist that, if SCC is 
contacted, could jeopardize the investigation and/or officer safety. 

Fixed ALPR cameras have a continuous connection to the ALPR server. They are 
capable of uploading plate scan data to the ALPR server as the scans occur. ALPR 
scans can be compared against the informational data file immediately when the data 
sources are updated. 

Mobile ALPR units do not have a continuous connection to the ALPR server. In order 
to facilitate the exchange of data, most stations and other designated facilities have 
installed wireless access points which will allow connectivity to the ALPR server via 
wireless transmission. Once in range of a wireless access point, mobile ALPR users 
can activate an onboard "sync button" which will upload plate scan information from the 
vehicle to the ALPR server and/or download the latest informational data file from the 
ALPR server to the vehicle. It is imperative that mobile ALPR users sync their mobile 
units at least once at the beginning of their shift to ensure they have the latest 
informational data available. 

Policy and Procedures 

Units utilizing ALPR technology shall publish unit level policy to govern procedures on 
ALPR usage as well as the syncing of data between the mobile ALPR units and the 
ALPR server. 

Mobile ALPR unit users receiving an alert that a vehicle is stolen, wanted or has a 
warrant associated with it shall immediately confirm the status of the vehicle by running 
the license plate either manually via the MDT/CAD or over the radio via SCC, unless 
compelling circumstances are present or officer safety issues make it unsafe to do so. 
In such cases, deputies shall confirm the status of the wanted vehicle as soon as 
possible. When requesting SCC to confirm the status of an ALPR alert, the deputy shall 
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advise SCC the request is for an ALPR alert on a vehicle. 

In the case of a stolen vehicle alert, personnel may regard the vehicle as a known 
stolen vehicle, while awaiting a secondary confirmation. If the decision is made to 
initiate a "Code-9" due to an ALPR alert on a stolen vehicle, deputies shall advise SCC 
they are following a vehicle due to an ALPR stolen vehicle alert (Le. "142F1 is code 9 
on 1 0-29V ALPR hit") prior to receiving a secondary confirmation by MDT/SCC. 

Deputies shall adhere to the Department's pursuit policy as described in the Manual of 
Policy and Procedures § 5-09/210.00. SCC shall immediately provide secondary 
confirmation or advise the unit that the vehicle is not reported as stolen. 

When Desk Personnel receive an alert from a fixed ALPR system, which is the result of 
an image taken from a fixed camera, they shall confirm the current status of the vehicle 
via their CAD terminal or via SCC. While waiting for confirmation, desk personnel will 
advise field patrol units of the ALPR alert, the location, the vehicle description, request 
aero bureau, and coordinate responding field units. 

Any incident associated with the ALPR system shall be documented using a secondary 
ALPR statistical code. The statistical code shall go on the classification line of the 
Incident Report (SH-R-49) and in the MDT clearance. Additionally, any vehicle 
recovered using the ALPR systeni shall have "ALPR RECOVERY" written across the 
top of the CH P-180 and the secondary ALPR statistical clearance code will be entered 
into the MDT clearance log. ALPR statistical codes cannot be used for the issuance of 
an URN number, but shall be used as a secondary statistical clearance code. 

Please ensure the following stat codes are used: 

835 - ASAP - ALPR/MOBILE 
836 - ASAP - ALPR/FIXED CAMERA 

Examples: 

Personnel making an arrest due to an ALPR alert shall enter "835" or "836" as a 
secondary statistical clearance code in their MDT Log Clearance and on the 
Classification line of the SH-R-49 report form. 

Personnel recovering a stolen vehicle with no suspect in custody shall write 
"ALPR-CAR RECOVERY" on the top of the CHP-180 as well as use the stat 
"835" as a secondary MDT Log Clearance. 

Plate scan information is retained for a period of two years and may be queried for use 
in law enforcement investigations. Access to plate scan information is restricted to 
approved personnel with assigned passwords. Access to this data is for law 
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enforcement purposes only. Any other use of this data is strictly forbidden. Employees 
found using this data for anything other than law enforcement purposes will be subject 
to discipline under Manual of Policy and Procedures sections 3-07/210.00 Permissible 
Use and 3-07/220.00 Prohibitions. 

Hot lists are comprised of user defined data that is manually input into the informational 
data file so that ALPR users will be alerted whenever a "vehicle of interest" is located. 
Current use of hot lists include AMBER alerts and vehicles associated with 290 sex 
registrants. Hot lists can be loaded into a specific station area vehicle or to ALPR all 
vehicles countywide. 

Hot lists can be input into the ALPR server informational data file only by ALPR 
administrators. Unit commanders, or their designees, must approve hot list information 
that is intended for use solely in their area cars. With the exception of AMBER alert 
information entered by SCC personnel, hot list information intended for Department
wide use must have the approval of the Director of the Law Enforcement Information 
Sharing Program. Mobile ALPR users can input individual license plates into their 
patrol vehicle's ALPR system for use during their shift, however, the information will be 
deleted from that mobile ALPR unit once the vehicle syncs with the ALPR server. An 
ALPR vehicle alert identified via hot list information does not automatically provide 
ALPR users with sufficient justification to pullover or detain vehicle occupants. Often 
times, these hotlists will identify a "vehicle of interest" which is not necessarily wanted 
for a crime (ex: sex registrants vehicle). Personnel must use discretion and in some 
cases have independent information justifying a traffic stop. 

Questions regarding the use of ALPR equipment or accessing plate scan information 
may be directed to the Advanced Surveillance and Protection Unit at 
ASAP-Team@LASD.ORG or (562) 345-4476. 

Questions regarding the content of this Field Operations Directive may be directed to 
Field Operations Support Services at FOSS@LASD.ORG or (323)526-5760. 

Affected Directives/Publication 

Manual of Policy and Procedures §5-09/21 0.00 Pursuits 

Gites/References 

http://www.pipstechnology.com/ 

DRB:WJM:TPA:CWR:NBT:WJM:JLS:EPF:ef 
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INTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

March 1, 2013
1.17

TO: The Honorable Board of Police Commissioners

FROM: Chief of Police

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF THE EXTENSION FOR THE 2009 LOS ANGELES SMART
POLICING PROJECT

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

1. That the Board of Police Commissioners (the Board) REVIEW and APPROVE this report.

2. That the Board TRANSMIT the report concurrently to the Mayor and City Council.

3. That the Board REQUEST the Mayor and City Council to:

A. AUTHORIZE the Chief of Police or his designee to ACCEPT the 2009 Los Angeles Smart
Policing Project no-cost extension from the United States Department of Justice, Office of
Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) for a new grant term of
October 1, 2009 through June 30, 2013;

B. AUTHORIZE the Chief of Police or his designee to execute the Fourth Amendment to
Contract No. C-118498 with Justice and Security Strategies, Inc., to extend the term of the
contract by four months from February 28, 2013 to June 30, 2013, for a new contract term of
May 1, 2010 through June 30, 2013, subject to approval of the City Attorney as to form and
legality;

C. AUTHORIZE the Controller to transfer appropriations within Fund No. 339, Department
No. 70 from the 2009 Los Angeles Smart Policing Appropriation Account Number 70F550
to the following accounts:

Account No. 
Amount

70J170 Civilian Salaries $19,505.00
70J299 Fringe Benefits $ 7,216.45

D. AUTHORIZE the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) to prepare Controller
Instructions for any necessary technical adjustments, subject to the approval of the City
Administrative Officer, and AUTHORIZE and INSTRUCT the Controller to implement the
instructions.
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The Honorable Board of Police Commissioners
Page 2
1.17

DISCUSSION

The LAPD is seeking approval to accept a four-month, no-cost extension for the Los Angeles Smart
Policing Project from BJA. The focus of this grant has been to reduce gun violence in Newton Area
and to support the use of predictive analytics and other technology that would assist officers in
targeting chronic locations and chronic offenders. Newton Area has been successful in reducing
violent crime (homicides, robberies, and gun-related crime) through Operation LASER (Los
Angeles' Strategic Extraction and Restoration program). A BJA Spotlight was published and is
currently on the Smart Policing website. Newton Area continues to implement Operation LASER
and Dr. Uchida of Justice & Security Strategies, Inc., continues to evaluate its effects. An extension
would allow Dr. Uchida to analyze data through the first quarter of 2013. This would mean a 20-
month period to measure the intervention and perhaps show the sustainability of Operation LASER
in one Area.

In addition, the extension will allow crime analysts, officers, and detectives to be trained on
Palantir, a platform that allows for the use of multiple databases in one place. Recently, we
received preliminary approval, pending a Grant Adjustment Notice submission, for the expansion of
a training room at Real-Time Analysis and Critical Response Division for the purpose of increasing
the number of students who could be trained on the technology. Palantir has been used by Newton
Area's Crime Intelligence Detail to create Chronic Offender Bulletins, to track vehicles using data
from the Automated License Plate Reader, to examine social networks, and for other investigative
purposes. The expansion of the training room is not yet completed and will require additional time
for the new workstations to be wired and finished.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Chief Information Officer
Maggie Goodrich, Commanding Officer, Information Technology Bureau, at (213) 486-0370.

Respectfully,

CHARLIE BECK
Chief of Police

Attachments
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INTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

February 20, 2013
1.17

TO: Chief of Police

FROM: Commanding Officer, Information Technology Bureau

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF THE EXTENSION FOR THE 2009 LOS ANGELES
SMART POLICING PROJECT

Attached for your approval and signature is an Intradepartmental Correspondence to the Board of
Police Commissioners requesting approval for the no-cost extension for the 2009
Los Angeles Smart Policing Project, from the United States Department of Justice, Office of
Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance, extending the award period from
February 28, 2013 to June 30, 2013.

The focus of this grant has been to reduce gun violence in Newton Division and to support the use
of predictive analytics and other technology that would assist officers in targeting chronic
locations and chronic offenders. Newton Division has been successful in reducing violent crime
(homicides, robberies, and gun-related crime) through Operation LASER (Los Angeles' Strategic
Extraction and Restoration program). An extension would allow Dr. Uchida to analyze data
through the first quarter of 2013. This would mean a 20-month period to measure the intervention
and perhaps show the sustainability of Operation LASER in one division.

In addition, the extension will allow crime analysts, officers, and detectives to be trained on
Palantir, a platform that allows for the use of multiple databases in one place. Palantir has been
used by Newton Division's Crime Intelligence Detail to create Chronic Offender Bulletins, to
track vehicles using data from the Automated License Plate Reader, to examine social networks,
and for other investigative purposes.

If you have any questions, Senior Management Analyst Stella Larracas, Officer in Charge,
Grants Section, is available to assist you at (213) 486-0393.

MAGGIE GOODRICH, Chief Information Officer
Commanding Officer
Information Technology Bureau

Attachment
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City of Los Angeles Project
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RM M175 LOS ANGELES, 90012
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BJA Date: 01/30/20

Grantee
DUNS 03-784-8012 Grant

Manager: Melanie Davis
Number:

Grantee EIN: 95-6000735 Application
Number(s):

2009-H2154-
CA-D2
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0118

Project Title: Los Angeles Smart Policing Project Award
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$499,959.00
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The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) requests a
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